PRESS RELEASE
WareLite and Marathon Technologies announce alliance

COMBINATION OFFERS CONTINUOUS AVAILABILITY FOR
MISSION-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS ON INDUSTRY STANDARD
WINDOWS-BASED SYSTEMS
Andover, UK, 20 September 2006 - WareLite Ltd, an innovative Event
Driven Application Platform (EDAP) vendor, and Marathon Technologies, the
fastest growing high availability company with their everRunTM software
products for Microsoft® Windows® environments, today announced a new
business alliance.
Under the agreement, WareLite’s grid-based EDAP, WL BOSS, and Marathon’s
EverRunTM FT will provide uninterrupted availability for critical high-volume,
real-time processes, essential in sectors such as financial services and
telecommunications.
“Industries with real-time processes that demand the highest transactional
performance and scalability, such as on-line trading and e-betting, tend also
to be those where service continuity is most critical,” said Elena Pasquali,
WareLite CEO. “Marathon’s everRun software provides the highest levels of
availability and disaster tolerance to all business processes running on WL
BOSS – meaning that clients processing thousands of transactions per second
do not risk losing a single one.”
“Conventional wisdom to date takes the view that extreme performance and
high availability can only be achieved through upfront investments in highcost hardware and complex software infrastructure” said Gary Phillip,
Marathon’s president and CEO. “Marathon and WareLite defy conventions,
providing unparalleled performance and high application availability on
industry standard hardware.”
About WareLite
WareLite Limited is a UK based independent software vendor. WareLite first product is WL BOSS (Business
Operating Support System). WL BOSS is an Event Driven Application Platform - a grid based, unified
software platform for the execution of automated, event driven business processes requiring extreme OLTP.
WL BOSS allows the introduction of innovative Event Driven Business Solutions within existing systems
landscapes - with a zero-impact, evolutionary approach. WL BOSS finds its ideal application in the
execution of sensor driven, high performance processes. Sensor technologies used in conjunction with WL
BOSS include RFID, Barcode, Indoor Location Tracking, Internet Embedded Devices, GPS, POS etc.
For further information please visit www.warelite.net , send a message to info@warelite.net or call +44 (0)20
30 11 2009
About Marathon Technologies
Marathon Technologies Corporation, the fastest growing high availability company, defines what’s next
after clusters -- Infinite Availability™. Moving beyond traditional high availability, Marathon sets a new
standard for application availability using its patented virtualization technology that embraces off-the-shelf
servers, Windows and business applications. Marathon’s everRun™ product family delivers a completely
automatic path to application availability, liberating busy IT professionals from unnecessary complexity.
Marathon is a privately held, venture-backed corporation based in Littleton, Massachusetts, USA, with
offices worldwide. For more information please visit www.marathontechnologies.com or call +44 (0) 1344
706241.
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Marathon and everRun are trademarks of Marathon Technologies Corporation. All other trademarks and
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
© 2005 Marathon Technologies Corporation.
© 2006 WareLite Limited
All rights reserved.
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